
 

 
RevStart launches its sprawling 100,000 sq. ft. facility for 

co-working, incubation and growth acceleration 
 
New Delhi, January 15, 2018: Driven with the vision of creating a nurturing entrepreneurship              
ecosystem, RevStart announced the launch of its quality Co-Working, Incubation, and           
Acceleration services at its 100,000 sq. ft. facility, next to Amity in Noida. Registered as a                
Chapter 8 Company, RevStart is founded & promoted by Mr. Ishan Singh, a serial entrepreneur,               
mentor and investor with 20+ years of experience that included a role as Marketing Head at                
WNS, which listed on the NYSE in 2006.  
 
Cutting through the clutter of mushrooming co-working spaces and run-of-the-mill programs,           
RevStart curates result-oriented programs focused at helping companies accelerate their          
growth. Selected businesses are provided with strategic tools, access to a large mentor pool,              
nurturing work environment, exposure to relevant events & a cost-effective office space.  
 
The current co-working facility is available 24x7 and is easily accessible via the Okhla Bird               
Sanctuary metro station on the Magenta Line of Delhi Metro. Spread across 12 floors with 2                
basements for parking, it has a capacity of 600 seats, along with corporate meeting and               
conferencing facilities that can accommodate up to 200 people. Providing triple-redundant           
internet lease lines from TATA, Spectranet, & Airtel, the premises also comprise a lobby café,               
rooftop food court, and recreational facilities.  
 
RevStart is also launching its own incubation and acceleration program with a $2 million              
commitment from Mr. Ishan Singh, in addition to the 100,000 sq. ft. of space. As part of the                  
mandate, only a select few start-ups will be part of a milestone-based accelerator, and the               
graduates will be invested into by RevStart’s fund.  
 
Commenting on the launch, Ishan Singh, MD and CEO of RevStart said, “I am excited to flag off                  
the RevStart co-working, incubation, and acceleration program. We have an incredible office            
space that aspiring entrepreneurs, SMEs, and professionals can access at ease. Given my             
experience of establishing several successful ventures in the past & that I am on the board of 3                  
startups where I have led investment rounds, provides me a unique perspective to the              
requirements of a startup. I look forward to overseeing the growth and development of young               
ventures as RevStart, along with leading industry mentors.” 
 
As part of the launch, RevStart is hosting the #RevItUp Launch Fest on 19 January from 6pm                 
onwards at RevStart, an evening of interaction with leading angel investors, venture funds,             
startups and entrepreneur ecosystem influencers. RevStart also opens up its doors for open             
co-working Day on 20 January (10am to 8pm), which is an open day for individuals that want to                  
work out of RevStart, for free. 
 



 
 
RevStart believes in helping firms establish business across geographies and to the same end              
has been actively forging tie-ups with partners in international gateway cities. RevStart has             
partnered with established players in the ecosystem like TiE (The Indus Entrepreneurs), funding             
partners like Indian Angel Network, Mumbai Angels, Let’s Venture etc. as well as corporate end               
users of technology. Currently based out of Noida, RevStart will also expand its presence to               
other prominent locations in NCR and other gateway cities. 
 
About RevStart 
RevStart is creating a nurturing and supportive ecosystem for emerging ventures, by providing             
quality Co-Working, Incubation, and Acceleration services. RevStart is founded & promoted by            
Ishan Singh, a serial entrepreneur, mentor and investor with 20 years of experience who has               
committed $2m to RevStart’s incubation and acceleration program in addition to the 100,000             
sq. ft. of space. 
 
RevStart’s “RevItUp” program helps start-ups accelerate their growth. RevStart, Noida is           
located at Eco Towers, Sector 125, next to the Amity University. RevStart has forged key               
international tie-ups and works with prominent members of the ecosystem like TiE, Indian             
Angel Network, Mumbai Angels, Amazon Web Services etc.  
 
Website: www.revstart.in 
 

http://www.revstart.in/

